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Abstract
Although working memory (WM) is crucial for intellectual abilities, not much is known
about its brain underpinnings, especially the structural connectivity. We used diffusion tensor
imaging (DTI) to look across the whole brain for the white matter integrity correlates of the
individual differences in the reading span (verbal WM capacity during reading) in healthy
adults. Right-handed healthy native Russian speakers (N = 47) underwent DTI on a 3T
Philips Ingenia scanner. Verbal WM was assessed with the Daneman-Carpenter reading span
test (Russian version). Fractional anisotropy maps from each participant were entered into the
group tract-based spatial statistics analysis with the reading span as a covariate; the results
were TFCE-corrected. Reading span positively correlated with the white matter integrity in
several sites of the right hemisphere: the body and the splenium of corpus callosum; the
posterior limb of internal capsule; posterior corona radiata; and superior parietal white matter.
Although the left hemisphere is central for verbal processing, we revealed the important role
of the right hemisphere white matter for the verbal WM capacity. Our finding indicates that
larger verbal working memory span may originate from additional processing resources of
the right hemisphere.
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Introduction
Working memory is a core process in the human cognitive and executive functions. It
is crucial for learning and intellectual abilities, and working memory deficits are observed in
many neurological conditions. However, not much is yet known about the brain systems
underlying working memory, especially about the structural connectivity within these
systems. The DTI studies of the WM correlates are handful, and they address different
populations (from young children to ageing) and employ different measures of verbal and
non-verbal working memory usually taken from the Wechsler Scale subtests (digit spans,
sequencing, spatial span). Overall DTI data indicate that working memory implicates frontoparietal, posterior temporal, and precuneal white matter, as well as corpus callosum (Bathelt
et al., 2017; Chung et al., 2018; Darki & Klingberg, 2015; Klingberg, 2006; Olesen et al.,
2003; Schulze et al., 2011). However, since working memory is a measure of both storage
and information processing (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974), the type of material and processing
may play an important role. Therefore we focused on a specific measure of the working
memory called reading span which characterizes the verbal working memory capacity during
reading (Daneman, Carpenter, 1980). In the present study we used diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI) to look across the whole brain for the white matter integrity correlates of the individual
differences in the reading span in the healthy adult population.

Methods
Participants
Forty seven native speakers of Russian (N = 47; 33 females, aged 25±5 y.o.) who
reported no neurological or mental conditions took part in the study. The project was
approved by the Interuniversity Ethics Committee of Moscow. Participants gave written
consent to the MRI and behavioral procedures and received financial compensation for their
time and effort.
Neuroimaging
MR images were acquired on a 3T Philips Ingenia MRI scanner located at the Mental
Health Research Center, Moscow, Russia. The DWI sequences had the following parameters:
b = 1000 s/mm2, isotropic voxel size 2.5 mm, 32 diffusion directions, AP phase encoding
direction; b = 0 s/mm2 with both AP and PA phase encoding directions. The DTI data was
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complemented with the T1-weighted structural images acquired with the TFE sequence with
parameters: TR/TE/FA = 8ms/4ms/8°, 170 near-transverse slices, isotropic voxel size 1 mm.
The data were processed with FSL software. Fractional anisothropy (FA) maps from
each participant were entered into the tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) analysis with the
reading span as a covariate; the results were TFCE-corrected for multiple comparisons after
5000 permutations.
Procedure
The DWI was performed in either beginning or end of the one hour and a half
neuroimaging session which included several experiments. The working memory assessment
(reading span test) took place either before or after the scanning session. As a verbal working
memory measurement we used the Russian version of the Daneman-Carpenter (Daneman,
Carpenter, 1980) reading span test.

Results
Working memory capacity (reading span) positively correlated with the white matter
integrity in several sites of the right hemisphere (according to the JHU white matter atlas):
the body, the genu and the splenium of corpus callosum; the posterior limb of internal
capsule; posterior thalamic radiation; posterior and anterior corona radiata; and superior
parietal white matter (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Portions of the tracts that demonstrated a positive correlation of the FA as a
measure of the white matter integrity and the reading span (in read) overlaid over an FA
skeleton (green) and MNI anatomical template.
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Discussion
Although the right hemisphere is often considered as nonverbal, the present study
reveals the important role of the white matter of the right hemisphere for the verbal working
memory capacity. These results are in general consistent with a handful of earlier DTI studies
with children and ageing populations and different working memory measures (Chung et al.,
2018). Our finding indicates that larger verbal working memory span may originate from
additional processing resources of the right hemisphere. Looking for potential white-matter
right-hemisphere correlates of the verbal working memory deficits seems to be a promising
direction of future research.
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